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K.D. Rice

• 

The title of' the article ref'ers to the f'ull epi-ref'lective subca

� of separated uniform spaces which possess the �ollowing 

trong extension property: for each unif'orm space X and equi-unif. 

family (f'.) : X-+R , RE Iv , the family of extensions cf:
1
.) :

l. 

to the reflection X
Ar 

is also e�ui-unif. cont. In this note 

various characterizations and exam.ples of such sub-categories, 

to the commuting of the re:f"lection operator with the f'orma

finite products, Ascoli-like conditions, and the formation of 

ction spaces. The complete details will appear in [aj
2 

• 

In the f'ollowing U(X,Y) denotes the family of uniformly continu

equipped with the uniformity of uniform convergence and 

denotes the semi-uniform product of X and Y def'ined in [ 1]. 

e following is the main resul t in [R] 2 •

Let � be a non-trivial epi-reflective subcategory of sepa

rated uniform spaces. The following statements are equiva

lent: 

(!) � is an equi-reflective subcategory. 

@ U(/D ,R)E /J.; f'or each RE Iv and uniformly discrete spa-

ce Ji> • 

(J) U(X,R) E � for each RE //,, and uniform space X • 

© (a) If .1"CU(R,R') is equi-unif'. cont. and point-wise 

closed, R, H' E dl.; , then 1'E lť., • 

® 

® 

(b) A contains each uniformly discrete spa.ce. 

l:ť ,-CU(X,tl) is . . ... equ1.-un1. ... cont. and point-wi.se cle-

seó for each RE bt and uni:form space A ' then SE�.

(a) The natural uniform map;)ing (X 11 RJ
,i

-X�,,. R is a uni-
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:form isomorphism, :f'OT eac-h RE li,; and uniform spa-

ce X. 

(b) � contains each uni:fo:rmly discrete space.

(j) The natural uniform mapping (XxY )
lt

-,.X�•Y� is a unifo!l

isomorphism, for each pair X &nd Y at' uniform space8

@ There exists a natural unif'orm mapping X� Y�-cx�Y)� ,

f'or each pair X and Y o:f unit'orm spaces. 

We remark that condi tions ©(a) and ®(a) are equivalent in gen 

ral, �nó G)(b) is a necessary conditio.n for equi-refleetivity, sine, 

the .family o:f precompa-ct spčices sat ist'i es © (a) aná is not equi-ref

lective. 

2�!:�!!!!:l:.. (D Given a non-empty class � of uniform s.paces, there 

exists a SIIli:illest equi-reflective subcategory Iv con• 

taining './ : 

� = epi-re:flecti ve hull { U ( 1D ,s) I SE Y' , .1) uni:ťormly 

discrete} • 

® Let C be an epi-re:flective subcategory of uniform 

spacea. Then there exists a largest (non-trivial) eqi:i 

-re:flective subcategory Iv contained in C if and

only it' C contains each uni:formly discrete space. In

this case

Iv = {REC I U ( .i), R) EC :for each uniformly discrete iil)

����E!��l (1) Each reflective subcategory containing all complete 

uniform spaces is equi-ref'l ect i ve. Hence by part (j) of the Theorem 

the associated re:flection operator commutes wi th the formation of fi· 

nite products: (TiXi)� = 7Í(Xi)
ll,,

. ?urthermore, i� Iv is an equi

-reflectiv-e subcl:itegory and [0,1] E Iv , then � contč:iins each ccm

plete uniform spéice (for each ccm.plete uniform space is a closed sub· 
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space of a pro duet of' spacea o� the f'orm U ( JD , [ o, 1] ) , J) uni.formly 

ciscrete). (2.) The clasees ot unif'ormly zero-dimensional and comple

te uniformly zero-dimensional spaces are equi�reflective. (3) The 

class of uniform spaees having totally disconnected topology is equi

�reflective. (4) The precompact reflection is not distinguiahed among 

cardinal ref'lections by satisfying ®(a) - assuming (OCH), �o( =

: {xjx contains no uniformly discrete subset of' power �} satis-

ies @ (a) if' and only if' (!><ti. implies 2�< t( (a proof may be 

odeled on the proof ot ( [ K] , 3.2)). 

omments: (l) Example (1) raises the (unsolved) problem of' whether
--------

he operator associated with any ref'lective subcategory containing 

11 complete spaces commutes with the formation of' infinite products. 

A more thorough investigation of' conditions @ (a) and ® (a)

hould probably be. made, for Ascoli type theorems are interesting in 

any analytic settings where the objects under consideration are not 

iscrete. Suchan investigation would involve the redefining of equi

reťlectivity to avoid the necessity ot condition © (b) - perhaps by 

ssuming that the equi-unif'. cont. families under consideration must 

e point-wise (or uniformly) bounded. Then condi tions ® and Q:)

ould have to tie modified for bounded families. Most likely, these 

ssumptions would also involve the consideration of the reflective 

ubcategory of complete locally convex linear topological spaces. (3) 

ithout the insistence on fullness and epimorphic reflection mappings, 

have no idea whether each equi-renective subcategory must cont.ain 

l uniformly discrete spaces. (4} In conclusion I should mention

at the dual of' the concept of equi-reflectivity has oeen studieá

r coreflective subcategories ano is equivalent to finite produc�i

'ty. The reader ís referred to [iiR] for further det.ails.
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